Marketing your
autonomous brand
Five practical ways to instill trust in your product
or service for driverless vehicles
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Introduction

Half of U.S. adults think
automated vehicles are
more dangerous than
traditional vehicles
operated by people.
Reuters/Ipsos April 2019

THE DEMAND FOR TRUST IN THE
SELF-DRIVING SPACE
The autonomous vehicles space offers significant
potential for businesses from car companies to software and hardware manufacturers to lidar developers
to camera makers and far beyond. But as an industry,
autonomy is also faced with a major hurdle in the way
of widespread adoption: mistrust.
Trust is synonymous with safety in the industry.
According to an April 2019 Reuters/Ipsos opinion
poll, half of U.S. adults think automated vehicles are
more dangerous than traditional vehicles operated by
people, while nearly two-thirds said they would not
buy a fully autonomous vehicle. Around 63 percent of
respondents said they would not pay more to have a
self-driving feature on their vehicle, and 41 percent of
the rest said they would not pay more than $2,000.
Yet, experts still project autonomous vehicles to be
a potential $65.3 billion industry by 2027 (Market
Research Future), including the ecosystem of solutions
that support bringing driverless vehicles to market.
Not only is marketing your autonomous product or
service about standing out in a crowded industry,
but touting anything autonomous begins with
establishing trust. Here are five ways to exhibit
trust while building awareness, growing leads, and
contributing to the bottom line of your offering for
self-driving vehicles.
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01: U
 SE COMPETE MESSAGING TO
CONVEY TRUST
From the outside, companies in the autonomous
space often look very similar to each other. How
does your audience know what makes you uniquely
different from your competitors? How can your brand
rise above all the noise? The key is identifying your
differentiators and bringing those to the forefront
through well thought out compete messaging. Crafting
that messaging with trustworthiness in mind—focusing
first and foremost on safety—is a critical component.
Compete messaging explains how your product or
service compares to the competition in terms of price,
value, innovation, service, or quality. Not only will it
help arm your sales team, but it’ll help your internal
and external marketers know how best to position
your offering to make it stand out.
Types of compete messaging
Head-to-head positioning: In this type of compete
messaging, companies directly compare the individual
specs or features of their product to the competitions’
to get people to switch to or try their product or
service. For example, if headlines tout that the
competition is missing deadlines, call attention to how
your company is meeting milestones—and how.
Benefit-led positioning: A less competitive approach
is benefit-led positioning. Here, companies focus on
benefits their product or service provides that
their competitors don’t—without explicitly calling
out the competition.
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Compete messaging
explains how your
product or service
compares to the
competition.

Going to school on the competition
The way to exhibit trustworthiness through your
compete messaging is to make sure that claims are
factual, supportable, and in the spirit of healthy
competition. Untrue, unsupported, arrogant, or outright
mean messaging can backfire—there’s a way to say
that your competitor is struggling to meet benchmarks
without putting off potential customers. And in the
autonomous vehicles space, be absolutely positive that
claims around safety are true and verifiable. Since safety
is the number one priority, inaccuracies here could be
disastrous for brand perception.
Just as you go to school on your customers to help
create product messaging, learn everything you can
about your competitors to create compete messaging.
Social media and blog audits are a great first step
because what the competition is putting out there
for its followers to read can be a competitive
positioning goldmine. Google Alerts allow you to
monitor the competition with daily newsfeeds for
keywords you select.
Another way to conduct competitive research is to
survey your customers. Ask them about your product’s
or service’s feature set versus the competitions’ to
develop head-to-head positioning—or about pain
points to inform benefit-led positioning.

USE COMPETE MESSAGING TO CONVEY TRUST
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Compete messaging can
significantly contribute
to how you’re perceived
in terms of credibility,
authenticity, and
trustworthiness.

According to Inc., “Conducting a competitive
assessment should be an ongoing process, one in
which you continue to deepen your understanding of
the strengths and weaknesses of your competitors.”
Inc. lists the benefits companies can achieve from
conducting ongoing competitive research:
– Understanding the market
– Better targeting customers
– Forecasting the potential for the market
– Figuring out how the economic climate impacts
the market
– Understanding what competitors are offering
– Keeping tabs on competitors’ prices and pricing
structures/models
– Determining offerings in ancillary markets
– Finding new customers
Communicating the message
Just like your product or service messaging, your
compete messaging should tell a story. What is the
main problem that your product or service is solving
that your competitors aren’t? How are you solving it
better? Why should the target audience care—and
what should it do next?
Compete messaging can help make or break
awareness or even trial of a new product or service—
and significantly contribute to how you’re perceived in
terms of credibility, authenticity, and trustworthiness—
so it’s worth taking the time to make sure it’s as solid
as your internal and external messaging.
USE COMPETE MESSAGING TO CONVEY TRUST
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02: B
 E PRUDENT AND TRANSPARENT
ABOUT TARGETING
Now more than ever, with privacy and security
concerns in general—plus the extra layer of safety
concerns for the driverless space—it’s critical to be
thoughtful about targeting.
Developing buyer personas
Communicating the right message to the right person
at the right time is the formula for marketing success.
And messaging looks much different for a B2B versus
B2C audience. One way to make sure the formula
is solid is to base it on buyer personas—fictional
representations of your key audience—to hone in on
exactly the right group.
Buyer personas should be based on fact, not fiction.
It’s important to gather real data so that personas are
a representation of your real audience. You can find
this data by:
– Surveying existing customers/early adopters.
– Surveying a targeted list of people on social
media who are similar to your existing customers/
early adopters in terms of demographics and
psychographics.
– Creating pop-up surveys on your site about the
experience, products, and/or company.
– Creating a customer panel and talking to customers
in person or over the phone.
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Your customers are a diverse group and your personas
should be, too. Create as many personas as you need—
but only make as many as you can back up with research.
When the right people receive your messages, they’ll feel
known and heard as opposed to misunderstood by and
potentially mistrustful of your company.
Cultivating and connecting with contacts
Despite an increase in headlines about personal
data being exposed and consumer trust decreasing,
companies can still buy lists for marketing purposes
from list vendors. But a carefully cultivated list of
organically grown followers is our recommended way
to build a network of people who are truly interested
in your company and its products and/or services.
Those who opt-in to receive information are more
receptive than people who are targeted without their
consent because their name happened to appear on a
purchased list.
There are several ways to grow your list organically:
Make it easy to sign up
Include opportunities for site visitors to sign up for your
blog or a webinar, to download an eGuide or case study,
or to meet with your company at an event on multiple
pages of your website. Use buttons on Facebook to link
to sign-up pages. Include as many fields on your form
as necessary, but don’t overwhelm subscribers. And
don’t forget to include a thank you page when someone
provides their information.

BE PRUDENT AND TRANSPARENT ABOUT TARGETING
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Follow regulations
It may seem obvious, but the easiest way to instill
mistrust in your autonomous company—and
encourage subscribers to opt out—is to fail to follow
guidelines for communicating with customers through
email. If they’re mistrustful of how you communicate
with them, will they be mistrustful of your product or
service and believe it to be unsafe, too? The Federal
Trade Commission’s CAN-SPAM Act spells out the
following requirements that, if ignored, could result in
penalties of up to $42,530:
– Don’t use false or misleading header information.
– Don’t use deceptive subject lines.
– Identify the message as an ad.
– Tell recipients where you’re located. Your message
must include your valid physical postal address.
– Tell recipients how to opt out of receiving future
email from you. Your message must include a clear
and conspicuous explanation of how the recipient
can opt out of getting email from you in the future.
– Honor opt-out requests promptly. Any opt-out
mechanism you offer must be able to process
opt-out requests for at least 30 days after you send
your message. You must honor a recipient’s opt-out
request within 10 business days.

If they’re mistrustful
of how you
communicate with
them, will they be
mistrustful of your
product or service
and believe it to be
unsafe, too?

A note about social targeting
When choosing targeting on social media, it’s
important to be as specific as possible. Even though
social media users have controls over the advertising
they see, many people don’t take the time to change
their preferences. Ensuring your targeting is spot
on, mapping to your carefully thought out personas,
will not only will help contribute to your company’s
credibility, but you’ll likely avoid comments from angry
consumers claiming that you spammed them while
they were looking at the meme of the day.

– Monitor what others are doing on your behalf.
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03: C
 REATE AND RETAIN TRUST
WITH CONSISTENCY
After reviewing data from 360 assessments of
87,000 business leaders, Harvard Business Review
(HBR) defined the three elements of trust: positive
relationships, good judgement/expertise, and
consistency. Consistency was deemed so important
that, without it, trust went down 17 points.
This applies to brands, too.
In any industry—but perhaps even more so in the
driverless space—inconsistency is a brand’s biggest
adversary. Consistency at every touch point is essential
to reinforce your brand position. This applies to every
interaction, both internally and externally.
Write your brand’s bylaws
Whether you’re a startup or an established company,
it’s critical to have up-to-date brand guidelines for
use of your corporate brand, defining everything
from the editorial voice to how to use logos, icons,
taglines, and trademarks. Fonts and color palette
should be expressly defined, and you should have a
curated photo library at the ready. Finally, even if your
company adheres to a well-known writing style guide
like Associated Press, it’s important to have an internal
style guide for usage of company-specific terms
and acronyms.
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Consistency at every
touch point is essential to
reinforce your
brand position.

Appoint brand guardians for externally facing
activities large and small
It’s important to appoint brand guardians to review
everything leaving the company for consistency. When
considering what the brand guardians should review,
you might immediately think of billboards, websites,
trade show gear, and TV spots; but don’t forget other
touchpoints like social media posts, job listings,
employee email signatures, partnerships, and even
branded gear that employees wear on the bus ride
home. Audit your existing touchpoints, thinking of all
the ways people come in contact with your brand and
the experiences it provides. These include:
–S
 tatic touchpoints, such as collateral or packaging
– Interactive touchpoints, including your website,
virtual experiences, and social media
– Paid touchpoints, like advertising or sponsorships
– People touchpoints, such as your receptionist, sales
team, and call center
If the brand look, feel, and tone of voice are different
at every touchpoint, potential customers may be
confused—or lose trust in the brand.
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According to LinkedIn,
companies on LinkedIn
with a strong Talent
Brand Index (TBI) grew
20 percent faster than
their counterparts with a
weaker talent brand.

Don’t forget your other brand
You may think your external brand is the most
important part of building credibility and trust. But
your employer brand is just as important.
Wikipedia defines an employer brand as “an
organization’s reputation as an employer, and its
value proposition to its employees, as opposed to its
more general corporate brand reputation and value
proposition to customers.” Employer brands speak
volumes to potential employees and customers,
because messages tend to feel more authentic and
real than those driven from marketing.
Touting amazing benefits, competitive salaries, and
hands-on leadership will not only help draw in new
hires, making recruiters’ jobs a lot easier, but it will help
retain current employees. Building and cultivating a
positive employer brand is about having a culture of
shared values: an all-for-one and one-for-all approach
to the workplace.
Positive employer brands are perceived as more
trustworthy and can contribute to growth. According to
LinkedIn, companies on LinkedIn with a strong Talent
Brand Index (TBI) grew 20 percent faster than their
counterparts with a weaker talent brand.

CREATE AND RETAIN TRUST WITH CONSISTENCY
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04: C
 OMMUNICATE CLEARLY—AT
THE RIGHT TIME
Confusion creates mistrust; and, with a newer, dynamic
industry such as the autonomous space, it’s easy to get
confused about things like new offerings, regulations,
and players. That’s why it’s even more critical for
companies offering products or services for driverless
vehicles to communicate clearly in all marketing
activities, and to consider tactical elements that go
deeper than a digital ad toward explaining exactly how
your company is different from the others.
Begin at the finish line
Every piece of collateral, advertising, content
marketing, and branding should start with a question:
“What do I want the audience to do?” Thinking of your
call to action (CTA) first will enable you to speak more
clearly—because you’ll have a specific goal in mind.
Common calls to action include:
– Take a ride/get a demo
– Meet with us at a trade show or event
– Download a free trial
– Sign up for a webinar
– Read our blog
Beginning with your CTA in mind will help your
messages feel directional and clear. If you want
someone to meet with you at a trade show, your
message could share teaser information about a
behind-closed-doors presentation of your tech. If you
want someone to attend a webinar, your message
could include background information about the
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speaker and his/her unique perspective on the
webinar topic. Knowing where you want to take people
helps you more clearly communicate how to get there.
Do a deep dive with explainer videos
Whether you are marketing a simple product or, as
is more likely in the driverless space, a complicated
one, a clear, concise explainer video can help your
prospects understand how your product can solve
their problem. As a complement to a great sales deck
that goes into more detail and can be customized, an
explainer video provides a high-level overview of your
value proposition. Having a video easily accessible to
people browsing your site prevents your sales team
from having to explain the basics, enabling them to
dive deeper with potential customers.
Explainer videos can be talking heads, interspersed
with product shots. But they often take the form of
animations, because animated videos can be faster
and cheaper to produce than shooting original footage
with all of the equipment and personnel that entails.
COMMUNICATE CLEARLY–AT THE RIGHT TIME
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Either way, you’ll need a tight script, compelling visuals,
a friendly voice over, and upbeat music.
Explainer videos should be less than two minutes in
length, which translates into a written script of 300
words or less. Tempted to just post your script as web
content and skip the video production? Unfortunately,
you won’t see the same results. Videos hold people’s
attention more than standard web content or blog
posts. In fact, marketers who are using video are
seeing an average of 49 percent faster growth in
revenue, according to an Aberdeen report.
Consider native advertising
Native advertising is content that looks like editorial
but is paid for by an advertiser. According to a study
from IHS on behalf of Facebook, by 2020, the majority
of mobile display ads will be native and represent $53
billion in advertiser spend. The study also says that
native ads deliver up to 60 percent more engagement
and up to three times greater retention than other
digital advertising.
Because it’s longer content than a traditional digital
or social ad, native advertising allows you the chance
to go deeper on content, explaining how your
technology or service works and its benefits. That can
be particularly helpful in the autonomous space when
“how it works” often can’t be summed up in few words.
Add in illustrations, figures, photos, or video to help tell
your story to readers that are already in the right brain
space to read your content.
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Marketers who are
using video are seeing
an average of 49
percent faster growth in
revenue, according to an
Aberdeen report.

Additionally, native advertising is more responsive
than traditional display. Readers are more likely to
engage with a sponsored article that provides relevant
information, and more likely to share it with friends
and colleagues. Click-through rates can be two or three
times higher than display ads.
This makes native advertising great for thoughtleadership positioning, which can help further
clarify your points of differentiation. Hand company
executives a pen and invite them to share insights on
trends related to your industry: The article can include
a byline and mini bio.
A note about timing
Communicating clearly—from the top down and in
every communication—helps foster clarity and trust
among key audiences, the industry, and employees.
But without proper proof points to back up what you’re
communicating, messages can fall flat. A company’s
strength can be in its willingness to hold on a launch or
an announcement if they aren’t ready. Set criteria for
a successful launch to ensure that at the outset you’re
building trust, and not giving the impression that you’re
wasting attendees’ time by launching before you have
something tangible to show or discuss.

COMMUNICATE CLEARLY–AT THE RIGHT TIME
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05: L
 ISTEN AND RESPOND
THOUGHTFULLY
According to Reputation Refinery, 96 percent of
unhappy customers won’t complain to you, but they
will tell 15 friends. That’s why listening to your key
audiences—customers, employees, and partners—is
critical to success. An acquired skill, listening requires
companies to be open to feedback in person and
online and nimble enough to respond to and act on
that feedback quickly.

Connect in person
At trade shows and other industry events, take the time
to meet one-on-one with key customers and partners—
and ask them for feedback. You may not want to
waste time when you could be touting your company’s
offerings, but like a date who only talks about himself/
herself, a one-sided conversation led only by you isn’t
the best way to establish and foster trust.

Audience feedback can help you:

Social listening

– Learn about and fix problems with your product or
service.
– Build a better experience for your employees,
customers, and partners.

Learn what people are saying about your company,
product, or service online via social listening tools
that monitor audience sentiment. In addition to other
benefits, this will also help you refine your social
media strategy.

– Turn frenemies into friends.

Enable reviews

– Test new concepts, products, or messages.

Many companies fear enabling reviews online and on
social media. But by allowing your customers to have a
voice—even if it’s to share a complaint—you’re saying
that you’re open to feedback. That you’re a company
that cares. That you’re a company that will take
negative comments to heart and figure out what to
do about them.

– Stay ahead of trends.

How to listen
Here are several ways you can, and should, listen.
Surveys
Regularly survey customers, employees, and partners
about their opinions on your company branding,
products, website functionality, leadership, service
offerings, and more. With cost-effective online tools,
it’s easier than ever to stay on top of what key
audiences are thinking.
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By allowing your
customers to have a
voice—even if it’s to
share a complaint—
you’re saying that you’re
open to feedback.

LISTEN AND RESPOND THOUGHTFULLY

Finding out what your key audiences think is the
foundation for building trust for the long haul. As
Richard Branson said, “Listen more than you talk.
Nobody learned anything by hearing themselves speak.”

LISTEN AND RESPOND THOUGHTFULLY
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Closing

“Ultimately, not
everyone will have to
trust driverless cars
enough to go for a ride,
and especially not at
first...Trust grows like
a self-driving shuttle
drives: slowly.”
POPULAR SCIENCE

THE BUSINESS OF TRUST
Directly telling customers you’re trustworthy is
the best way to seem the opposite. Trust is about
being credible, approachable, and transparent in all
marketing activities. And that’s critically important
for an industry that supports autonomous vehicles
where consumer misperception and mistrust is already
top-of-mind.
Presenting your company, product, or service in an
accurate, authentic way, from compete messaging to
content development to the way you solicit and listen
to feedback will help propel you to the front of the
pack…and stay there.

LISTEN AND RESPOND THOUGHTFULLY
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LET’S CONNECT
GA Creative specializes in helping brands in the
technology and professional services industries tell
their stories, whether that’s branding a new solution
and building your story, turning trade shows into
awareness-building opportunities, driving home
safety on the web, or creating content that flat-out
generates leads. Let us help you establish trust for
your autonomous brand.
Julie Burke
Principal + Client Services
425.454.0101 x127
julie@gacreative.com
www.gacreative.com

